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I. Get Started With Autobalancer® EZ For Healthy Adult Pets
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Autobalancer® EZ is free online formulation software for healthy adult dogs and cats. It is built on a foundation of over a
decade of software development by DVM Consulting, Inc. and founder Sean J. Delaney, DVM, MS, DACVN. It is the easiest,
fastest, and most powerful tool that DVM Consulting, Inc. has ever offered for creating homemade pet food recipes.

a. Overview of Capabilities
The Autobalancer® EZ allows one to select from 108 common
protein sources (pink colored buttons), carbohydrate sources (blue
colored buttons), fats/oils (yellow colored buttons), vegetables
(green colored buttons), and fruit (orange colored buttons). At least
one protein source must be selected, but up to 14 different foods can
be selected at one time. Overall billions of options are possible with
the software attempting to make up to eight recipes using the
desired/selected foods. The first column of recipe results use just
the selected protein sources and fats/oils, while the second through
fourth column of results includes all selected foods with increasing
amounts of carbohydrate from left to right. All passing recipes in the
first row are for a generic healthy adult dog weighing 35 lb (16 kg)
and the second row of recipe results is for a generic healthy adult cat
weighing 8 lb (3.6 kg). All passing recipes can be adjusted to a
particular pet’s energy needs or body weight as well as have their
proportion of protein, fat, and carbohydrate (aka the caloric distribution) adjusted. There is also an advanced option that allows one to
edit ingredient amounts manually (a great option to evaluate and
supplement an existing recipe). All passing recipes will use one of
three all-in-one limited ingredient amino acid, mineral, and vitamin
Balance IT® supplements to prevent nutrient
deficiencies.
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I. Get Started With Autobalancer® EZ

b. Compare to Recipe Generator
The Recipe Generator powered by the Autobalancer® has
been available since 2007 with its curated recipe options and
remains available for healthy as well as sick pets. Since the
Autobalancer® EZ interface is currently designed only for
healthy adult pets, the Recipe Generator remains the option
to use for sick pets when an individualized consultation is not
pursued with one of the boarded veterinary nutritionists that
offer that service (please see Help tab > Work Directly With
Boarded Nutritionist). The Recipe Generator’s available
recipe settings have been carefully curated by a boarded
veterinary nutritionist, and as such can serve as a good
resource if the Autobalancer® EZ is unable to produce the
desired recipe for a healthy pet. If the Autoabalancer® EZ
and the Recipe Generator’s curated recipe settings don’t
meet one’s needs then a customized recipe setting for the
Recipe Generator can be purchased for a fee (please see
Buy tab) or an individualized consultation can be pursued
(please see Help tab > Work Directly With Boarded Nutritionist).
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c. Select Supported Internet Browser
The Autobalancer® EZ software and interface relies on
some advanced features that require an up-to-date and
supported browser to properly work. We support Internet Explorer (IE) 8+, Google Chrome, and iOS Safari
(found on iPhones and iPads NOT on Macs). Use of
other browsers like Firefox, Opera, and the non-mobile
version of Safari can result in issues, and thus these
other internet browsers should be avoided.
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II. Select Desired Foods

One can select from one single protein source up to 14 different foods
to create a homemade pet food recipe. Foods are grouped into the
following categories: protein sources (pink colored buttons), carbohydrate sources (blue colored buttons), fats/oils (yellow colored buttons),
vegetables (green colored buttons), and fruit (orange colored buttons).
Clicking on a button with a food’s name selects it as indicated by the
button turning black. Selecting more than one food up to the maximum
number of selections for a category results in roughly equal amounts of
calories coming from each selection within that category. It isn’t necessary to select a fat or oil, but if the essential fatty acid requirement for
linoleic acid (aka “18:2”) will not be otherwise met, corn oil will be automatically added as it is the richest and most commonly available
source of linoleic acid. Other rich sources of linoleic acid include
walnut oil, soybean oil, sesame, and peanut oil. Very poor sources of
linoleic acid include coconut oil, butter, sunflower oil, and olive oil.
Given the low energy density of vegetables and fruit, less calories
come from them compared to any selected carbohydrate source(s)
(blue colored buttons) when the software tries to achieve an overall
amount of calories from carbohydrate. Of course one can select only
vegetables and/or fruit, but the resulting large volume, especially for
higher carbohydrate recipes, may not be practical or could result in GI
upset given the high dietary fiber intake. It is worth noting that there is
no practical combination of typical and readily available human foods
that can avoid the need for at least some additional mineral and/or
vitamin supplementation whether from Balance IT® or elsewhere.
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II. Select Desired Foods

a. View Nutrition Facts
1. Click on a food
2. When the box turns
black, click on the
selected food once more
3. View the Nutrition
Facts for the selected
food

The nutrient profile or nutrition facts for the 108 foods, that one can
select on the Autobalancer® EZ selection page, can be viewed by
clicking on already selected foods with a black button. Clicking on
a black food button will result in a window appearing where all
known nutrient amounts are displayed on a per 100 gram as is (AI)
basis. Most of these foods’ nutrient data are derived from the USDA
Nutrient Database for Standard Reference (at ndb.nal.usda.gov)
with the last numerical digits matching the non-zero digits used by
the USDA (e.g., “n15151” from the Autobalancer® EZ is equal to
“15151” from the USDA). Occasionally some foods will have additional nutrient data not available from the USDA and will consequently have a unique ID. These nutrition facts are often most
useful when a question arises about a protein or fat level especially
when not already indicated in the buttons label (e.g., “Beef, ground,
85%” would mean 85% lean or 15% fat (100%-85%=15%) and
viewing the nutrition facts will reveal a nutrient “204 Total lipid (fat)”
value of 15.3 grams per 100 grams as is or 15.3%). It should be
noted that the nutrient names used are the same as those generally
used by the USDA which may not make them as user friendly especially for fatty acids where numeric nomenclature or naming is used
(e.g., nutrient “618 18:2…” is approximately equivalent to linoleic
acid).
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II. Select Desired Foods

b. Remove Selected Food(s)
1. To remove individual
foods, click on the
selected food in the
black box
2. Click “Remove” on
the window that appears

i. One At A Time
Individual foods that have been selected can be deselected or
removed from the desired foods to use in a recipe by clicking on the
black colored button indicating that the food has been selected.
When the window appears a red “REMOVE” button will be
displayed in the upper right. Clicking “REMOVE” will result in the
selected food being deselected or removed from the selected foods.
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II. SELECT DESIRED FOODS

b. Remove Selected Food(s)
1. To clear all food
selections, click
“Clear/Remove All Food
Selections Above”

ii. All At Once
At times one may wish to deselect or remove all food selections at
once. To clear or remove all food selections, one can click on the
link in the lower left that says “Clear/Remove All Food Selections
Above” on the food selection page.
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III. VIEW RECIPES

After clicking on desired foods and then “Done”, one will see up to eight recipe results. Purple, black, and red “View” buttons can be clicked on to
see passing recipes. These recipes will be for a generic healthy adult dog weighing 35 lb (16 kg) or a generic healthy adult cat weighing 8 lb (3.6
kg). Gray “View” buttons indicate that no passing recipe was possible, and there is no recipe to view. Viewable recipes provide detailed information
about the amount of calories they provide, and recipe ingredient amounts in grams amount and common kitchen measure when possible. Included
with viewable recipes is the amount of Balance IT® supplement needed to avoid amino acid, mineral, and/or vitamin deficiencies. General instructions and guidance is also provided including on preparation, addressing finicky/picky eaters, ingredient substitutions, measuring, and storage.

a. Print Recipes
1. Click on “View” to see
passing recipes
2. To print, click on
“View”
3. Then click the “Print”
button at bottom

Recipe can be printed by clicking non-grayed out “View” buttons and
then scrolling to the bottom of the window that appears with the
recipe information and clicking the “Print” button. Alternatively, in
Microsoft Windows one can hold down the control or “Ctrl” keyboard
button and then “P” on the keyboard to open a printer dialog box on
any webpage (Mac OS uses “Command” instead of control and “P”).
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IV. Save Recipes

Recipes can be saved for later retrieval and viewing. To save a recipe, one needs to have signed up for a free account and be logged into that
account. Then one can click the “Save” button that appears to the right of the “View” button on the results page when one is logged in. Completing the short form about the healthy adult pet the recipe is for and clicking “Save” at the bottom of the window will save the recipe report for later
viewing. To view saved recipes, one logs in and clicks on the “User Info” tab and then “Saved Homemade Recipe Reports” which will show a
list of all saved homemade pet food recipes.

a. Name Recipes
1. Click “Save”
2. Enter pet information
3. Name the recipe
4.Click “Save” at the
bottom of the short form

Recipes can be named to better distinguish them from other
saved recipes. By default the recipes are given a date and time
stamped name unless another name is typed in the “Recipe
Name” field when it is saved. Thus, a name like “Custom recipe
generated using selected food(s) on MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM AM
[or PM] PT” will be used. A better name might be typing something like “Chicken and rice with zucchini recipe for Fido MM/DD/YYYY” as it will be easier to identify it among multiple recipes
that would otherwise only differ by their date and time stamp.
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IV. Save Recipes

b. Delete Saved Recipes
To delete saved recipes, one needs to be logged in and then click on
the “User Info” tab and then “Saved Homemade Recipe Reports”
which will show a list of all saved homemade pet food recipes. Then
one needs to click on the red “X” to the left of the recipe that one
wishes to delete and then click “OK” in the confirmation dialog box
that appears. Once a recipe is deleted it cannot be viewed or
retrieved again.

1. Click the “X” next to
the left of the recipe
2. Click “OK” in the
confirmation dialog box
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V. Adjust to Specific Dog/Cat

One of the unique aspects of the Autobalancer® EZ is its ability to let the user adjust recipes to specific needs. Rather than a static recipe or
generic recipe for an average size dog or cat, one has access to a dynamic recipe for different caloric needs. In addition proportions of protein,
fat, and carbohydrate and specific ingredients or food amounts can be changed. Inherently some adjustments may not be possible, but the software will generally still provide one a view of the resulting nutrient profile to visualize where an issue arose.

1. Click “Adjust to Your
Dog/Cat for FREE”
2. Slide the bar to adjust
calorie amount or body
weight
3. Click “Rerun Autobalancer® Based on Edits
Above”
4.Click the green “View”
button to see the result

a. Calorie Need or Body Weight
To edit the amount of calories a recipe provides and/or to adjust it
to a particular healthy adult pet’s body weight, click on purple,
black, or red “Adjust to Your Dog/Cat for FREE” buttons on the
results page. Gray buttons cannot be selected as they represent
attempts at creating a recipe that were not possible. In the resulting window that appears after clicking the adjust button, either
slide to the right calorie amount or body weight. The software will
also automatically convert the weight in pounds (lb) to kilograms
(kg) in the parenthetical if that is the preferred unit of body weight
measurement. Once the desired amount of Calories or kcal (1
Calorie = 1 kcal = 4.187 kJ) per day or body weight in lb or kg is
displayed, click the green “Rerun Autobalancer® Based on Edits
Above” button. Then in the fifth column but same row of the
results page, click the green “View” button to see the result. If the
“View” button is gray then the adjustment was not possible.
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V. Adjust to Specific Dog/Cat

1. Click “Adjust to Your
Dog/Cat for FREE”
2. Slide the bar to adjust
caloric distribution
3. Click “Rerun Autobalancer® Based on Edits
Above”
4.Click “View” in the fifth
column

b. Caloric Distribution or Protein/Fat/Carb.
Proportions
One can also adjust the proportion of protein, fat, and carbohydrate in a
recipe. As noted above, the software attempts to make a recipe with only
the foods selected from the protein source and fats/oils categories and
then if a carbohydrate/vegetable/fruit is selected makes recipes with
increasing amounts of overall carbohydrate. Since only four proportions
or caloric distributions of protein, fat, and carbohydrate are automatically
generated, one may wish to shift protein, fat, and/or carbohydrate up or
down. To do this one clicks on a purple, black, or red “Adjust to Your Dog/Cat for FREE” button on the results page. Gray buttons cannot be selected
as they represent attempts at creating a recipe that were not possible.
Then using the dual slider under the “Caloric Distribution” header one can
select different proportions or percentages of protein and fat and by difference carbohydrate. Carbohydrate is automatically calculated as protein,
fat, and carbohydrate must always add up to 100% as they are the three
components or macronutrients that provide energy or calories in a food/diet/recipe. Once the desired caloric distribution has been entered, click the
green “Rerun Autobalancer® Based on Edits Above” button. Then in the
fifth column of the results page, click the green “View” button to see the
result. If the “View” button is gray the adjustment was not possible. Seemingly small shifts may not be possible depending on the foods selected.
For example, one cannot use a fatty protein source to make a very lean
overall diet as the software cannot extract the fat in the fatty protein source
that inherently comes as one adds more of it to provide more protein to the
overall diet.
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V. Adjust to Specific Dog/Cat

1. Click on the “Dry
Food Tab”
2. Click “Guaranteed
Analysis Converter”
3. Enter information
4. Click “Calculate”

b.i. Use Guaranteed Analysis Converter
The best method to compare the amount of protein, fat, and carbohydrate that a diet or food provides is by determining its caloric
distribution. Since only protein, fat, and carbohydrate provide
calories or energy to a food/diet/recipe, the percent of calories
from protein, fat, and carbohydrate can be calculated and always
will add up to 100%. Unfortunately, this information is not typically
provided on packaging, so one often needs to do some calculations to determine a food’s or diet’s or some recipes’ caloric distribution. To help with this calculation, we have a free tool under our
Dry Food tab called the “Guaranteed Analysis Converter”. Entering the typical information required on pet food packaging and
clicking “Calculate” will enable one to estimate its caloric distribution. This can be especially helpful if trying to set the caloric distribution of a homemade recipe to match a particular food/diet. All
homemade recipes generated using the Autobalancer® EZ will
provide the amount of calories from protein, fat, and carbohydrate
on the recipe report (via the “View” button on the result page)
under the box containing the recipe ingredient amounts as well as
via the “See Nutrient Profile” button on the results page.
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1. Click “Adjust to Your
Dog/Cat for FREE”
2. Click “Advanced
Option: Edit Ingredient
Amounts Manually”
3. Enter ingredient
amount
4.Click “Rerun Autobalancer® Based on Edits
Above”
5. In fifth column, click
“View”

c. Ingredient/Food Amounts
An advanced option is available where specific food amounts can be
adjusted. To adjust a food amount in a recipe, click on a purple,
black, or red “Adjust to Your Dog/Cat for FREE” button on the results
page. Gray buttons cannot be selected as they represent attempts
at creating recipes that were not possible. Then click “Advanced
Option: Edit Ingredient Amounts Manually”. In the window that
appears one can use the slider or text box to select or enter a new
amount for ingredient(s). Once the desired amount of ingredient has
been selected or entered, click the green “Rerun Autobalancer®
Based on Edits Above” button. Then in the fifth column but same
row of the results page, click the green “View” button to see the
result. If the “View” button is gray the adjustment was not possible.
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VI. See Nutrient Profile

One can view the entire nutrient profile of passing recipes on the Autobalancer® EZ results page. This includes the approximately 40 essential
nutrients that dogs and cats need. These amounts are based on the nutrient profile of the individual foods that can be viewed on the food selection page as noted above under section “2a. View Nutrition Facts”. This profile is the result of adding all of the contributions of the recipe’s different
components and then comparing it to the appropriate requirement for that nutrient which is also displayed. Nutrients and requirements are shown
on an energy basis or an amount per 1000 kcal or Megacalorie. This follows the preferred method of indicating nutrient levels both by AAFCO
and the NRC which establish nutrient requirements for dogs and cats. Typically the required minimum and maximum levels displayed are from
the current AAFCO Official Publication nutrient profile table.

a. For Passing Recipes
Passing recipes should show a solid green horizontal bar for all
essential nutrients indicating that the nutrient level is above the minimum requirement and below the maximum requirement. If a nutrient is of interest but not essential it may also appear as a green bar
(e.g., carbohydrate) and/or can be viewed by clicking on the “Show
All” button next to the nutrients column header. It can also be very
illustrative to click the green button that says “See Without Supplement” to view the nutrient deficiencies and their degree if the supplement were not added to the recipe/diet. Deficiencies will appear as
blank, white, or red bars. The recipe’s or diet’s percent of the minimum nutrient requirement is shown to the left of the nutrient horizontal bar graphs.

i. 18:2 & 20:4 Explanation
Some nutrient’s names may be less familiar like “[618] 18:2…” which
represents the approximate linoleic acid content. Linoleic acid is the
essential fatty acid for dogs and along with arachidonic acid (aka
“[620] 20:4…”) are the essential fatty acids for cats.
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VI. See Nutrient Profile

1. Click on the “Dry
Food Tab”
2. Click “Guaranteed
Analysis Converter”
3. Enter information
4. Click “Calculate”

b. For Not Possible Recipes
Viewing the nutrient profile when a recipe is not possible can give
insight as to why the recipe is not possible. At times the inherent
proportions or caloric distribution of protein, fat, and carbohydrate
may not be possible, so a nutrient profile will not be available. An
example might be attempting to make a higher protein recipe that is
currently lower in protein by using a very fatty protein source. Other
times, the caloric distribution will be possible, but at least one nutrient is either too low or too high. When this happens it can be helpful
to see the nutrient profile. For example, if the recipe doesn’t pass
due to a low linoleic acid level, selecting a fat or oil richer in linoleic
acid like corn or walnut oil might enable the recipe to pass. For more
discussion on how to troubleshoot not possible recipes, please see
the section on that topic below.
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VII. Supplement

Three amino acid, mineral, and vitamin all-in-one powdered Balance IT® supplements are used to ensure that the passing Autobalancer® EZ
recipes are formulated to meet known nutrient requirements of healthy adult dogs and cats. These supplements use limited ingredients and
use just essential nutrient providing ingredients plus a small amount of inulin or cellulose to enable good mixing and prevent caking. No
flavorings or palatants (or animal origin ingredients) are added to prevent the addition of ingredients that might not be tolerated. Thus, the
supple-ments rely on the base foods to make the overall recipe tasty. In pets that have been on a homemade diet already, slow introduction of the
supple-ment working to the full dose over 7-10 days can be helpful in increasing acceptance. These supplements provide a very effective and
convenient approach to fortifying human foods when fed to dogs and cats.

a. Carnivore Blend® vs. Canine vs. Feline
Carnivore Blend® is designed for all meat/poultry/fish diets.
Canine is designed for dog recipes with some carbohydrate rich
foods and is mixed with the food after any heating.
Similarly Feline is designed for cat recipe with some
carbohydrate rich foods and is mixed with the food after any
heating. All of these supplements are available with free
shipping in the US as well as internationally with
subsidized shipping costs.
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VII. Supplement

b. Amount to Use/Dose
The dose of supplement is dependent on the foods fed since they
provide essential nutrients as well as the supplement itself. Thus,
the dose is determined after the Autobalancer® EZ software has
determined the right proportions and amounts of the selected
foods and their corresponding overall nutrient profile.
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VII. Supplement

c. Cost
The average cost per day for the supplement amount called for is
calculated and displayed on the results page. The cost may be
lower if larger quantities are ordered due to volume discounts.
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VII. Supplement

d. Deficiencies Without
On the results page, the number of essential nutrient deficiencies without the supplement added are listed. To see more
details, one can click on “See Nutrient Profile” and then in the
window that appears, click “”See Without Supplement” at the
top. This will show what the overall recipe/diet would look like
without the addition of the supplement.
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VIII. Troubleshooting Not Possible Recipes

Passing recipes are not always possible. Sometimes slight adjustments can be made to make a recipe that is not possible pass. The following provides some tips, but in some cases it may simply not be possible or an individualized consultation with a board-certified veterinary nutritionist is indicated (please see Help > Work Directly With Boarded Nutritionist).

a. See “Nutrient Profile” Not Selectable
When the “See Nutrient Profile” button is gray and not selectable that means that the desired proportions or caloric distribution of protein, fat, and carbohydrate is/are not possible.
Attempting to select different foods is the best course of action.
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VIII. Troubleshooting Not Possible Recipes

b. See “Nutrient Profile” Selectable
When the “See Nutrient Profile” button can be selected, it can
provide a great deal of information as to why a recipe was not possible as discussed below.
i. Protein Minimum Requirement Not Met
If the protein minimum requirement is not met. Selecting a leaner
protein source usually will fix the problem. To identify leaner protein
sources, please see the foods’ nutrition facts and select options with
lower total lipids or fat values (please see section 2a. on how to view
nutrition facts for selected foods).
1. Amino Acid Minimum Requirement Not Met
If limiting amino acids are too low, like methionine, then increasing
the protein percentage via the available adjustment option might
solve the problem since adding more protein will inherently add
more amino acids since protein is made up of amino acids. Alternatively, one can select a leaner or more amino acid rich protein source
(avoid lacto-vegetarian protein sources and instead use protein
sources from animals).
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VIII. Troubleshooting Not Possible Recipes

b. See “Nutrient Profile” Selectable
ii. Fat Minimum Requirement Not Met
Sometimes the total amount of fat is too low. Increasing the percent
of calories from fat via the adjustment option can resolve this issue
as can selecting fattier protein sources like ground meats/poultry.
1. Fatty Acid(s) Minimum Requirement Not Met
If linoleic acid (aka 18:2) is too low then increase the fat calories of
the recipe, increase or select a linoleic acid rich fat or oil like corn or
walnut oil, and/or select a fattier protein source richer in linoleic acid
like ground poultry. If arachidonic acid is low, select a fattier animal
protein source like a ground meat/poultry.
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VIII. Troubleshooting Not Possible Recipes

b. See “Nutrient Profile” Selectable
iii.Mineral or Vitamin Minimum Requirement Not Met
If a mineral requirement cannot be met it may mean that there is
some other nutrient like vitamin D that could go too high if more of
the powdered supplement is added. Select a non-marine protein
and/or oil food or pursue an individualized consultation with a board
nutritionist for additional assistance (please see Help tab).
iv. Mineral or Vitamin Maximum Requirement Exceeded
Reduce any marine protein or oil food and if that doesn’t help pursue
an individualized consultation with a boarded nutritionist
for additional assistance (please see Help tab).
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VIII. Troubleshooting Not Possible Recipes

c. Avoiding Large Amounts of Vegetables & Fruits
Selecting only vegetables and/or fruit as carbohydrate sources
in higher carbohydrate recipes/diets can result in large amounts
of vegetables or fruit being called for, reducing energy density
and/or drastically increasing dietary fiber intake. This can result
in more volume of food being fed than can be readily eaten
and/or GI upset including diarrhea. To avoid this, reduce the
amount of carbohydrate in the overall recipe and/or select a
carbohydrate source from the "blue" colored button group of
grain and tuber carbohydrate sources on the food selection
Autobalancer® EZ page.
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